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AB ST RA CT

Social media data are used to reduce road traffic. A novel platform for providing
geographical information are done by the social media feeds. The content from social
media usually includes references to urban emergency events occurring at, or affecting
specific locations. The detection of urban emergency events are done using the 5W Model.
The spatial and temporal information from the social media are extracted to detect the real
time event. We point out the advantages of detecting urban emergency events with more
accuracy and efficiency of the proposed method and with great importance to protect the
security of humans. We also enhance the feature and security of social network by
providing content filtering in user wall & chat. Secondary personalized word prediction in
chat.
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INTRODUCTION

The 5W model

In current scenario it is difficult to get the event going in
around our area. We propose a system using social media
which enables user to know about event going in and around
our area. Once user try to create the event he gets knowledge
about the event different events occurring at same date and at
same time. Firstly, users of social media are set as the target
of crowd sourcing. Crowdsourcing is also an emerging
computing paradigm that tasks everyday users to form
participatory sensor network. It allows the increasing number
of social users to share local knowledge acquired by their
sensor-enhanced devices, e.g., to monitor pollution level or
noise level, traffic condition, etc. The sensing data from
volunteer contributors such as social network users can be
further analyzed and processed, and leveraged in many areas
such as environment monitoring, urban planning, emergency
management, as well as public healthcare/safety [1][2].

In order to detect and describe the real time urban emergency
event, the 5W (What, Where, When, Who, and Why) model is
proposed [5].

Second Implementation of personalized word predictor with
personalized content filtering in chat using short text classifier
for filtering the filter words.
Word prediction can facilitate everyday communication on
chat in social network by reducing the physical interactions
required to produce dialogue with them[3]. To support
personalized word prediction, a text prediction system should
learn from the user’s own data to update the initial learned
likelihoods that provide high quality “out of the box”
performance. Within this lies an inherent trade-off: a larger
corpus of initial training data can yield better default
performance, but may also increase the amount of user data
required for personalization of the system to be effective[4].







What: The most important element of the proposed
5W model is to detect what happened in the urban
environment.
Where: Besides detecting what happened in the
urban environment, it is needed to reveal the location
information of the urban emergency event.
When: Temporal data gives a very good real time
feature.
Who: Different person act different roles in an urban
emergency event.
Why: An emergency event is a sudden, urgent,
usually unexpected incident or occurrence that
requires an immediate reaction or assistance for
emergency situations.

Fig.1 Architecture diagram for traffic reduction using social media

Social network administration
Admin maintains the entire application rights. Admin can
view user details, event details and trust user details. Admin
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maintain trust user details so that he can change the trust level
of the trust user in case any wrong info post. Admin can view
event going through in each area with no user attending the
event. Admin get the request for trust user he can accept or
reject the request based on user existence in social network
his activity and no trusted user in the same area [6].
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